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Warm Weather Warning for Motorcycle Hobbyists

If you knew someone interested in getting into motorcycles as a hobby, or even their 
primary mode of transportation, what advice would you give them? Using this same 
mindset, we’ve compiled 5 helpful facts to share and keep in mind as the weather warms 
up and motorcyclists get back out on the road:

 • Compared to operating a car, driving a motorcycle is 27 times more deadly.
  By far, a major contributor to this statistic is simply the fact that motorcyclists are   
  entirely exposed to their surroundings, whereas other drivers are enclosed in their  
  vehicles. Driving a motorcycle often feels more fun and daring as a result, which   
  can lead to a higher instance of risk taking while driving. 

 • Over 50% of all motorcycle accidents happen at an intersection.
  Whether you’re stopped at an intersection or actively driving through one,    
  remember that this is where more than half of all motorcycle accidents will happen.  
  Always keep an eye out and proceed with caution.

 • The state of Alabama has over 100,000 registered motorcyclists.
  Though Alabama doesn’t rank as high as other states when it comes to having   
  many registered motorcyclists, 100,000 registered motorcyclists is still a    
  considerable number. More registered riders mean it’s more important to keep an   
  eye out while driving.

 • Wearing a helmet while you ride decreases the lethality of an accident by   
  37%.
  It’s a simple and easy task, yet you’ll still find riders throughout Alabama choosing  
  to not wear protective gear - even helmets. Whatever their reason may be, the fact  
  remains that it’s irresponsible and selfish to those who love and care for the rider.

 • Almost half of all motorcycle accidents involved drivers under the influence.
  While most of the accidents involved drunk driving, this counts for drivers under the  
  influence of drugs as well. Coupled with the fatality rate of getting into an accident  
  on your motorcycle while sober, adding drugs or alcohol to the mix only magnifies   
  that outcome.
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Simplifying the Statute of Limitations

There’s a lot to understand when it comes to understanding the statute of limitations. 
Knowing more about the history of this legislative act can be a great way to get started! 
As a legislative act, the statute of limitations is a fixed period in which legal action can be 
taken because of any event that affected the party seeking to file a lawsuit against an 
individual or organization.

The statute of limitations is meant to protect against the likelihood of evidence becoming 
lost, disputes going stale, memories having altered or faded, or witnesses to the event 
have disappeared and are unable to be contacted. For those of us who call the great 
state of Alabama home, here are 5 facts to keep in mind when it comes to understanding 
the statute of limitations:

 • In the state of Alabama, the general statute of limitations is five years. This counts  
  for crimes not specifically mentioned or listed in the statute, whereas the statute of  
  limitations for misdemeanors is only one year.
 • There are two types of statutes of limitations: civil and criminal. Civil statutes can   
  include situations involving personal injury claims, faulty products, or medical   
  malpractice.
 • When it comes to civil statutes, working with an attorney that specializes in your   
  case type, is critically important to the success of your case.
 • Though they are few and far between, there are some legitimate ways in which you  
  may be granted an extension on your civil statute. Regardless, it’s detrimental to act  
  fast according to the time limit on your specific case.
 • The pandemic caused by the coronavirus may impact predetermined statutes of   
  limitations. Many of the rules surrounding statues can be extended because of the  
  pandemic.

Our attorneys have years of experience when it comes to cases involving civil statutes 
and the knowledge it takes to win. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If you or a loved one have experienced a neck or other bodily injury because of a car, 
truck, motorcycle, or any other vehicular accident, you deserve closure. It’s vital to 
involve an attorney that is highly experienced in personal injury, work-related injury, or 
wrongful death. Call 866-434-5840 for your initial free consultation. Dean Waite, 
Attorneys at Law in Mobile, Alabama are here to help.
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Recipe of the Month
Chard and Gruyère Eggs in the Hole

Power up your next brunch with this delicious breakfast favorite. Colorful swiss chard is 
jam-packed with vitamins and minerals and is an excellent source of dietary fiber.

Ingredients

 • 6 sourdough bread slices
 • 3 tbsp. butter
 • 1 bunch (about 6 oz.) rainbow chard, trimmed, chopped
 • 6 large eggs
 • 4 oz. shredded Gruyère cheese

Directions

 1. Preheat oven to 425°F. Spray large baking sheet with nonstick cooking spray.
 2. With 2 1/2-inch-wide round cookie cutter, cut holes from centers of bread slices.   
  Arrange bread and cutouts on prepared baking sheet. Bake 5 minutes or until   
  slightly dry, turning bread over halfway through.
 3. In 12-inch skillet, melt butter on medium. Add chard and 1/4 teaspoon salt; cook 8  
  to 10 minutes or until stalks are crisp-tender, stirring occasionally. Divide chard   
  among bread slices, spreading around holes. Add egg to each hole; top each with  
  pinch of salt and pepper. Sprinkle Gruyère over chard and cutouts.
 4. Bake eggs 8 to 12 minutes or until whites are set but yolks are runny. Serve   
  immediately.

Recipe courtesy of goodhousekeeping.com
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What's Happening In & Around Mobile
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused many large events to be cancelled or postponed. 
To ensure public safety, we would like to encourage you to enjoy some socially distant 
outdoor activities in your area.

Mobile Carnival Museum

Exploreum Science Center

History Museum of Mobile

Cooper Riverside Park
Mobile, AL

Alabama Gulf Coast Zoo
Gulf Shores, AL

Alligator Alley
Summerdale, AL

Perdido Queen Cruises
Mobile, AL
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